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Recommendations to Extend Tyre Life Span

Here are a series of recommendations to ensure you can maximise the life you achieve out of your tyres. If further or 
more detailed information is needed, please ask your local Vredestein tyre dealer or contact us.

Tyre pressure:

Correct inflation pressure is important for performance, durability, comfort and traction. It is of crucial importance for the 
life expectancy of your tyres that you adjust the tyre pressure according to usage and check it regularly. To ensure accu-
rate measurement, the pressure gauge must be calibrated once a year. Measurement of tyre inflation pressure must be 
done when the tyres are cold. If the pressure in a warm tyre is correct, then it would be too low when the tyre has cooled.

Inflation pressure too low:

Under-inflation can reduce the life-span due to:

• damaged carcass cord plies, which can render the tyre unusable;

• increased wear;

• carcass damage close to the bead.

Road use and operation in the field:

These two kinds of use require different tyre inflation pressures. Radial and cross-ply tyres must not be used on the same 
axle, as this can lead to unstable handling.

Visual checks:

Tyres must be checked regularly for damage. Incision damage can be particularly harmful to the cord tissue layers of the 
tread.

Oil and grease:

To avoid damage to the rubber, tyres should not come into contact with oil and grease at any time.

Frost protection when ballasting:

To protect against frost when water ballasting, sufficient calcium chloride should be added. Contact your local tyre dealer 
for exact measurements. 

Slippage of the tyre:

The following can increase the likelihood of slippage of the tyre on the rim:

• tyre pressure too low;

• faulty fitting of the tyre bead on the rim;

• over use of lubricant when fitting tyre;

• wrong rim size.

The minimum tyre pressure for high-traction work (e.g. ploughing) is 80 kPa 
when using an inner tube. A lower pressure increases the chances of the tyre 
turning on the rim and tearing off the valve.

Direction of steering wheels on four wheel drive tractors:

When fitting or changing tyres ensure that the directional arrow on the side-
wall is pointing forward.

It is possible to fit the front tyres in such a way that the tread turns against 
the direction of rotation on four wheel drive tractors that are primarily used 
for transport activities. This will extend the life-span of the tyres. Such fitting 
is not recommended for field activities as it radically reduces the traction and 
self-cleaning properties.
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Tyre pressure
Correct inflation pressure is important for performance, 
durability, comfort and traction. It is of crucial importance for 
the life expectancy of your tyres that you adjust the tyre 
pressure according to usage and check it regularly. To ensure 
accurate measurement, the pressure gauge must be calibrated 
once a year. Measurement of tyre inflation pressure must be 
done when the tyres are cold.  If the pressure in a warm tyre is 
correct, then it would be too low when the tyre has cooled.

Inflation pressure too low
Under-inflation can reduce the life-span due to:
• damaged carcass cord plies, which can render the tyre  
 unusable; 
• increased wear;
• carcass damage close to the bead.

Road use and operation in the field
These two kinds of use require different tyre inflation pressures.  
Allowance has been made for this in the tyre pressure graphs.
Radial and cross-ply tyres must not be used on the same axle, 
as this can lead to unstable handling.

Visual check
Tyres must be checked regularly for damage. Incision damage 
can be particularly harmful to the cord tissue layers of the 
tread. 

Oil and grease
To avoid damage to the rubber, tyres should not come into 
contact with oil and grease.

Frost protection
To protect against frost when water ballasting, sufficient 
calcium chloride should be added.  For protection below 32ºC, 
use 73% of the number of litres of water mentioned in the 
tables on pages 8, 9, 10 and 12 and 31% of CaCL2 (in kg). Example: 
320/85 R24, 73% of 102 = 74 litres water, 31% of 102 = 32 kg CaCl2

Slippage of the tyre
The following can increase the likelihood of slippage of the 
tyre on the rim: 
• tyre pressure too low;
• faulty fitting of the tyre bead on the rim;
• over use of lubricant when fitting tyre;
• wrong rim size.

The minimum tyre pressure for high-traction work (e.g. 
ploughing) is 80 kPa when using an inner tube. A lower 
pressure increases the chances of the tyre turning on the rim 
and tearing off the valve.

Direction of steering wheels on four wheel drive 
tractors
When fitting or changing tyres ensure that the directional 
arrow on the sidewall is pointing forward. 

It is possible to fit the front tyres in such a way that the tread 
turns against the direction of rotation on four wheel drive 
tractors that are primarily used for transport activities. This 
will extend the life-span of the tyres. Such fitting is not 
recommended for field activities as it radically reduces the 
traction and self-cleaning properties.
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Forklift transport instructions:
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